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multiculturalism and the
problems of post-racialism
By Eviane Cheng Leidig
I. Introducing Multiculturalism
In the decades following the Second World War, increased migration from the Global South to Western Europe
and Northern America led to a shift in how these ‘host
societies’ would accommodate new migrant communities.
Where previously ‘assimiliation’ was the designated course
of action, this became replaced with ‘multiculturalism’
initiatives during the 1970s to foster cultural diversity
and mutual ‘tolerance’. Thus, language, dress, education,
media representation of migrant groups, as well as cultural activities, were prioritised as areas of intervention.
Such initiatives were either state-led interventions (e.g. the
Netherlands), or took a more laissez faire approach (e.g.
UK).
Unique to multiculturalism as a concept is that it
emerged in response to state policy initiatives. Often phrased in the discourse of a politics of recognition for a specific ethnic and/or religious community, it often includes
the notion of ‘integration’ whilst simultaneously recognising the plurality of various ‘communities’. Contemporary
societies are multicultural in the sense that they contain
multiple cultures, which are approved of rather than
simply tolerated (or opposed), and that they must be given
positive recognition in the public sphere. Here, culture is
described as a common set of beliefs and values shared by
a group that identify as that group. It is experienced as
both an individual and collective identity.
Multiculturalism, as taught in the academy today,
stems from a particular school of thought beginning in the
1980s. Largely studied in North America, Australia, and
Western Europe, particularly in the UK and Netherlands,
multiculturalism developed from the sociological tradition of exploring the intersectionality between ‘ethnicity’,
‘race’, ‘gender’, ‘class’, etc. (in quotations due to their
socially constructed and thus contested nature). In the
context of increasing migration from the former colonies,
this would include exploring patterns of identity-making
across generational divides in relation to ‘feeling’ part of
the imagined nation whilst often occupying liminal diaspora and/or migrant spaces (indigenous populations
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would subsequently be recognised in policy initiatives).
‘Belonging’ is thus a key refrain within multiculturalism
scholarship.
Multiculturalism is not without its critics, who often describe it as a ‘failure’. The underlying argument is
that it privileges certain minority groups under the guise
of ‘political correctness’, viewed as inherently unequal in
liberal democratic societies. More critical is the foundational theoretical assumptions of multiculturalism, namely
the Eurocentric specificity of the term (including individualism vs. groupist categorisations) which has conjured
a majority-minority dichotomy. This problematisation is
key when considering how multiculturalism is experienced in praxis. There is a risk of essentialising tendencies
that come with universal appeal. Besides the critique of
universalism, relativism, and role of ‘culture’, of further
concern is the appropriation of multiculturalism discourse
from a progressive connotation centred on social justice
identity politics, to its exploitation by those seeking to create exclusionary agendas. The recent emergence of the altright, for example, challenges the racial(isation) dynamics
of multiculturalism by purporting that such categories are
to be reframed to include ‘native’ identity contestations in
Western societies.
I next highlight two major debates in multiculturalism scholarship in the UK and US, namely the shift from
biological to cultural racism, and the emergence of a ‘postrace’ dialogue. Focusing on these two areas of intervention
allows us to situate how questions of race/racialisation are
integral towards developing a comprehensive multiculturalism framework.
II. From biological to cultural racism
Multiculturalism scholarship has recognised a shift in the
perpetuation of racist discourse paralleling intense and
widespread encounters in the globalised present. Unlike
evolutionary rhetoric consummated during the colonial
project, ‘race’ can no longer constitute a ‘skin-deep’ phenomenon. Rather, cultural racism has transcended the (ir)
rationality of colour as difference. This is not to neglect
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the apparent use of colour as a distinction, but instead
highlight how culture became the focal point of articulation. I introduce how culture rose to prominence in
contemporary racisms, first providing a brief overview of
theorisations on the subject, including ‘new racism’. I then
address expressions of cultural racism with specific reference to Islamophobia as a resurgent experience, as well as
‘xeno-racism’ in modern geographies.
Winant describes a present global “crisis in the meaning and structure of race” (2006:987) in as much as the
concept of racism persists, yet in nuanced experiences that
reflect a changing sociological condition. The contexts of
a post-empire and post-racial order in the UK and US,
respectively, have fostered new significations of identity
politics. Unprecedented levels of migration accompany
revised geopolitical interests, creating new threats to the
hegemonic logic of nationhood. Retention of the state as
an emblem of the self, then, has come into question as a
viable option. The root of this constant negotiation lies
within race relations. Colour is no longer the pretext for
discrimination, as racist discourse has progressed into the
boundaries of culture. That is, a nation’s cultural ‘values’
are vulnerable to definition (despite the blatant nature of
cultures in flux). Practices of cultural racism are dependent
on stereotyping beliefs and customs (seen to be ‘foreign’
and ‘other’, not in an unfamiliar Orientalist tendency).
Such attempts to preserve cultural identities was coined
by Barker in 1981 as ‘new racism’. Culture replaced colour
in the rhetoric of superiority, as New Right/ Conservative
ideology of the 1980s depicted minority cultures to be
inassimilable of (white) British lifestyle, albeit through
the lens of ‘colourblindness’ as justification (Barker 1981;
Gilroy 1987). Similarly, neo-conservatism in the US shaped “a disillusioned domestic racial liberalism that deplored segregation and redistribution of resources along
racial lines in approximately equal measure” (Winant
2006:993). Colourblindess in the US context stems from
sensitivity to a hyper-political correctness that seeks to recognise the existence of no racial classification, and instead
subsume us into the banner of one race. The result has
been a fruitless attempt to address the enduring systematic
inequalities that are indeed configured by underpinnings
of racist logic.
Much scholarship has been produced around the concept of cultural racism, including how culture intersects
with definitions of ‘ethnicity’, ‘community’ and ‘authenticity’. In the first instance, Alexander (2002) illustrates
how racial to cultural ‘difference’ has come to be historically appropriated within the British landscape, referring
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to Afro-Caribbean and Asian communities in their distinct constructions. The ethos of liberal multiculturalism
from the 1980s onwards redefined standards of cultural
integration, thus generating identity formation around
‘ethnicity’ and culture ‘as axiomatic markers of difference’
(2002:556). Unfortunately, this ‘difference’ continues to
envisage an ‘Other’ as a cultural absolute, negating complex hierarchies within individual experiences of the community. Indeed, cultural community ties could be seen
as a problematic signifier of identity. Anthias and YuvalDavis (1992) highlight that simultaneous attempts within multicultural and anti-racial approaches consistently
overlook the ‘community’ as an insidious space, whereby
the former presents ‘community’ as an uncontested term,
and the latter provokes a politics of representation. In
other words, intra-community relations reflect heterogeneous and diverse voices that come to be marginalised in
the mainstream due to leadership agendas. Considering
this possibility, how then, can we address authenticity in
the production of culture? Donald and Rattansi (1992)
respond to this framing:
In terms of cultural authority and individual agency…
they require a careful analysis of contemporary political struggles over questions of representation, symbolic boundary formation, and identification. It is in
this conflictual dialogue that the meanings of ‘race’,
racism and antiracism are forged, broken and remade.
(1992:4)
Through a Gramscian lens of cultural hegemonic production and the individual consumer, it brings forth discussion of the commodification of culture and questions of
authenticity. When is cultural expression validated as true
and legitimate and when is it inherently representational?
What role does racism play in fabricating contemporary
definitions of culture? These questions are complex and
difficult due to our constant negotiation between the visible and the imaginary. Cultural racism exploits on shallow,
physical manifestations that are in turn produced as social
stereotypes and reproduced in the social unconscious.
Expressions of cultural racism may be found in English
press archives dating to Irish and anti-Semitic racialisations (Hickman 1998; Gilman 2009). Both communities
were viewed as inferior and constituted as racially ‘other,’
an early indication that not only was colour a signifier of
difference. Both communities were viewed as inferior and
constituted as racially ‘other’, an early indication that not
only colour but culture became a signifier of difference.
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Instead of focusing on these periods of xenophobia, however, I trace modern forms of culturally racist discourse
concerning the renewal of Islamophobia and ‘xeno-racism’.
Together, they represent a volatile global condition.
Islamophobia was defined in 1997 by the Runnymede
Trust as “dread or hatred of Islam—and, therefore, to fear
or dislike of all or most Muslims…[who] are frequently
excluded from the economic, social and public life of the
nation” (1997:1). The report, Islamophobia: A Challenge for
Us All, outlines how Islam is framed in a negative light according to principles that have cumulated into a view hostile towards Islam and thus a justification to discriminate
and exclude Muslims from the ‘British way of life’. Drawing
on the Orientalist tradition (Said 1978), this is not the first
incident where Islam or Muslims have been configured as
an ‘Other’ in Western historiography. However, due to 9/11
and 7/7, as well as the subsequent ‘War on Terror’, Muslims
in the West have become targeted for their religious affiliation, further alienating a community into margins of
society. This has been well documented in the media (consciously and unconsciously), which deliberately employs
terms such as ‘Islamist’, ‘extremist’, ‘terrorist’, ‘radical’, ‘fundamentalist’, and so forth, hence instilling into our social
imaginary an adverse perception of Islam/ Muslims (Saeed
2007). What has been the most complex topic of discussion, though, is labelling Islamophobia as cultural racism,
with both the phenomenon and the language that describes
it as a cyclical process of redefinition. This task has been
complicated by the diasporic and transnational nature of
the global Muslim population. Indeed, it begs the question
as to how Muslims self-identify amongst an intersectionality of markers: age, class, ‘ethnicity’, gender, Islamic denomination, and in some cases, nationality. British Muslims
are particularly vulnerable to how their identities become
(in)voluntarily shaped as an ethnic, racial or religious minority (Meer 2008). Further, anti-Muslim discourse in
the UK views Muslims as a religious minority problematic
since religion is viewed as a voluntary decision, and especially troublesome given Islam’s association with terrorism
in the media (Meer and Modood 2009). In many ways,
Islamophobia and cultural racism evolved from the same
dialectic. Their present usage has been fiercely articulated,
yet constantly challenged into new directions of defining
the victim’s agency.
On 1 January 2014, EU restrictions on free movement
of workers from Bulgaria and Romania were lifted, ushering
in a tidal wave of culturally racist rhetoric from the British
press and public. Like Islamophobia, these responses of
‘xeno-racism’ (or racism against the displaced and disposed)
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can be considered a form of cultural racism, including anti-asylum seeker racism. Sivanandan terms xeno-racism as:
A racism that is not just directed at those with darker
skins, from the former colonial countries, but at the
newer categories of the displaced and the dispossessed
whites, who are beating at western Europe’s doors, the
Europe that displaced them in the first place. It is racism in substance but xeno in form—a racism that is
meted out to impoverished strangers even if they are
white. It is xeno-racism. (2001:2)
The influx of Eastern European economic migrants to the
UK has been met with assumptions of threating British
jobs and housing. The deepest concern about migratory
labour, however, is Britain’s dependency on migration
for economic survival (Fekete 2009:6). It is precisely this
need, but dislike, of migrant workers that an economy of
discrimination unfolds. Similarly, anti-asylum seeker racism describes such individuals as a threat to the British
lifestyle, particularly when granted the same rights not
seen as earned but given. What is frequently left out of the
picture is the strict bureaucratic procedures asylum seekers
are required to follow or otherwise face brutal deportation
policies (Fekete 2001). Very rarely do stories of asylum
seekers expose the structural conditions producing asylum
or their limited access to the system. The mediatisation of
xeno-racism has only exacerbated the shaping of UK foreign policy through a lens of what is ‘culturally acceptable’.
The above expressions of cultural racism—
Islamophobia and xeno-racism—portray the daily prevalence of racist discourse, integrated into “systematic, recurrent, and familiar practices” (Essed 2002:3). This plethora
of ‘everyday racism’ is configured within all macro and micro-sociological levels of interaction, from policy formulation to casual conversations. Cultural racism can be difficult to target as it is not expressed in simplistic terms of a
colour binary, but instead transfixes one’s cultural identity
in a constantly evolving definition of culture. Difference
can only be articulated where it exists in the imaginary.
III. To a ‘post-race’ approach
Race as a concept originates from Enlightenment scientific principles as a means to justify biological supremacy.
Its modern foundations promote normative judgements
surrounding racial classifications within a social hierarchy.
The term has historically evolved to accompany responses of widespread geopolitical transformations, including
fascist and xenophobic ideologies. However, what remains
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disputed is the idea of ‘race’ as a descriptor and condition
(Miles 2009). How can we distinguish trajectories of difference and experience, whilst still acknowledging the consequential domination of racial categorisation? Ratcliffe
(2004) argues that in order to erase racism from public
consciousness, we must reconstruct how difference is perceived. Yet, this emancipatory goal is complicated by the
nature of racism, which constantly changes discourse (as
described with cultural racism above).
‘Post-race’ entails abandoning the term race in order
to disrupt the boundaries of racism and deconstruct racial
logic. Despite attempts to adopt a ‘post-race’ approach,
however, this position fails to examine its own limitations.
Even with this liberating objective, such a move posits key
negative consequences, most significantly by renouncing
its underlying historical roots and past connotations that
continue to survive in present institutional structures.
Furthermore, rejecting the idea of race merits consideration as to whether or not the expression of racism will disappear. Enacting a ‘post-race’ approach also neglects the
politicised nature of reclaiming race for social inclusion
and demarginalisation. I begin by introducing literature
on race as a theoretical category, analysing how a ‘post-race’ definition has failed due to a fundamental problematic
by which race is understood and defined. I then highlight
the role of the state in shaping race rhetoric, including the
politics of multiculturalism, concluding that the fruitlessness of ‘post-race’ stems from an inability to articulate difference beyond a liberal discourse.
To provide clarity on conceptualising ‘race’, I draw on
Wacquant’s proposed thesis of racial domination, which
acknowledges that “the history of racial domination is inscribed in the scientific unconscious of our disciplines and acts as
a powerful censoring mechanism upon all researchers…”
(1997:223) whereby race has been constructed in the
specific historical context of 20th century United States.
This unilateral objectification of race has sublimated any
cultural variation. Instead, we are left with a theoretical
racism that fails to deviate from a situated circumstance
and has been applied as a universally accepted form of relations. Wacquant describes race as a group-oriented notion instead of a problem-oriented one: “It concentrates
on documenting the trajectory, condition and experiences of one or several social groups…and misses the dynamic process whereby they were fabricated at the cost of a
complex work of group-making that inscribed ethnoracial
boundaries…” (225). Although not an innovative point
concerning social classification, it is a frequently overlooked one. We have come to understand racism as a practice
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of stereotyping and essentialising, yet very rarely do we
examine the individual act beyond the boundaries of racial
performativity.
Hence, we must appraise that race is not a primary method of inquiry but a secondary mode that is mediated by
circumstance. Thus, assessing racism should not focus on
ascertaining blame and guilt. Rather, the goal should be to
“uncover the social and symbolic mechanisms that produce, reproduce, or transform… to explain and understand”
how race embodies a medium for expression (Wacquant
1997:226–7). Social actors play a key role in determining
the articulation of race and thereby shape its value. Yet,
Wacquant points out that such discourse, however much
it may sustain the concept of race, suffers from its own
limitations of analysis. That “if ‘race’ is a manner of dividing and ranking human beings by reference to selected embodied properties (real or imputed) so as to subordinate, exclude, and exploit them, then we must study
those practices of division and the institutions that both
buttress and result from them” (Wacquant 1997:229). In
other words, we cannot locate the victim of race/racism as
a linguistic attribution. Our focus should instead centre
on the dividing practices of categorisation, discrimination,
segregation, ghettoisation, and racial violence, as analytics
of racial domination. Here, Wacquant argues for the abandonment of race as a term and alternatively emphasises
dividing practices as instruments of ‘ethnoracial subordination’. Although not an explicit ‘post-race’ approach,
I diverge from Wacquant’s proposed method largely due
to his Foucauldian structure. In this manner Wacquant
neglects individual agency and the power of language to
define race as social and symbolic. He undermines the significance of discourse, claiming that it creates convoluted
analysis. But it is exactly the complexity of language, however difficult the task, which forms the nexus of race. I
next compare Wacquant’s approach to others on the debate of ‘post-race’, bearing in mind how these perspectives
can be complementary in understanding race relations.
We often analyse race as a method of understanding
the dynamics of human interaction, yet until recently,
rarely questioned its meaning beyond social domination.
One strategy has been to detach race from racism. This approach recognises an “ideological relation of production:
that is to say, the ideology of racism constructed the Other
as a specific and inferior category” (Miles 2009:195–6).
Much literature exists surrounding the historicity of race,
but there is an urgent need of separating race from its
conditions. To consider this from Wacquant’s perspective
would be a two-fold process. First is to acknowledge the
eviane cheng leidig
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perpetrating universal definition of race and consider how
acts of racism can be cross-culturally situated rather than
a monolithic expression. The second aspect is to address
how race transcends a group-oriented experience in excess
of Orientalist tendencies, and instead focus on the individual event. I would add here the specific appraisal of
discourse within the ‘ideological relation of production’
of race/racism to better comprehend its emergence within
linguistic exchange.
Nayak adopts a stance that determines how race intersects in research other than using a social constructivist
outlook. That is, rather than merely accepting race to have
an attributed meaning, we must examine race beyond these
parameters. Here, Nayak writes from a ‘post-race’ perspective that offers new questions to challenge identity. Rather
than balancing the tension between racial categorisation
and practices of these categories, ‘post-race’ recognises how
a racialised individual is; race is seen as both essentialist
and constructivist. Although ‘post-race’ lacks coherence
amongst scholars, Nayak highlights its potential for new
forms of identification along an anti-foundationalist outlook. Re-writing race outside its categories allows one to
conduct research with new vocabulary, a crucial step in
employing the power of discourse.
Despite a ‘bricolage’ understanding of race, Nayak
leaves us with an inchoate ending. ‘Post-race’ is seen as
an instrumental tool for researchers that begets key questions: How do we re-write race? And therefore, how can
we engage in ‘post-race’ dialogue? How are our cultural
identities produced in the ethnographic encounter if not
preconceived? The ‘post-race’ narrative, despite its aims of
deconstruction and reconstruction, bypasses critical examination. I also stress the impossibility of an anti-foundationalist approach that Nayak claims ‘post-race’ embodies.
Much like the fields of post-colonial, post-structuralist,
and post-modernist scholarship, ‘post-race’ will follow a
similar trend of intellectual (and often convoluted) engagement. These philosophical movements have been
successful in highlighting the limits of their predecessors,
albeit with ambiguous emancipatory aims.
Like Nayak, Gunaratnam (2003) analyses how race
should be approached, describing the complexity of working with and against social categories. Understanding this
‘treacherous bind’ requires researchers to critically engage
at the epistemological and methodological levels of analysis. Gunaratnam recognises that race, along with class,
gender, and sexuality, exists as a social category and remains far from the exception. However, race becomes manifested as a homogenous term, what Wacquant stresses
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as the preoccupation with a group-oriented problem. This
intellectual cognition originates from the post-structuralist
and post-colonial theorisations, which sought to explain
our social relations in the wider realm of power dynamics.
As such, Gunaratnam pinpoints the issue of reproducing
‘race’ as a category, whilst still acknowledging the tension of this praxis (between theory and lived experience of
‘race’). Thus, there exists a need for greater reflexivity. This
should not take form in the binary of cross-racial examination, but instead it should understand the situated nature
of categories as they reflect localised dynamics that may
or may not appear with static, transient meanings in the
wider global milieu. Again, this compliments Wacquant’s
argument for a culturally relative understanding of race
than a universally accepted definition. My argument adds
to Gunaratnam in that it asks us to evaluate how ‘difference’ can be understood and embodied beyond a racial
dichotomy. ‘Post-race’ offers potential for an imaginative
vocabulary that foresees difference as a condition, but not
as an inhibitor. Yet, the approach is still in its etymology
and seeks an appropriate terminology to articulate the value of difference.
Key to the ‘post-race’ agenda is the production of identity. In the entanglement of a multifaceted and fluid modality of existence, Hall provides a descriptive framework
for our reference:
I use ‘identity’ to refer to the meeting point, the point
of suture, between, on the one hand, the discourses and
practices which attempt to ‘interpellate’, speak to us
or hail us into place as the social subjects of particular
discourses, and on the other hand, the processes which
produce subjectivities, which construct us as subjects
which can be ‘spoken’. Identities are thus points of
temporary attachment to the subject positions which
discursive practices construct for us. (1996:19)
This conceptualisation places identity as strategic and positional, not essentialist, and recognises its construction
within historical and institutional practices. Hall points
to identity as a state of flux determined by and receptive
of difference. His understanding of difference, however,
is limited to the Eurocentric paradigm of the politics
of marginalisation and exclusion. Like my response to
Gunaratnam, I challenge this definition of difference
from a problematic to a productive one. Both Hall and
Gunaratnam comprehend the uneasiness of difference
in the liberal paradigm: in short, if an act of difference
threatens the security of liberalism, the retaliation is proeviane cheng leidig
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jected towards an individual’s identity. If we are to draw on
identity as a process of exchange, at least in the ‘post-race’
approach, we must deconstruct preconceived notions surrounding relationality… What does a ‘post-race’ identity
signify? Further, how can difference challenge the nexus of
race and identification? Hall claims that identity operates
‘under erasure’ or a ‘treacherous bind’ as Gunaratam puts
it. Despite attempts by ‘post-race’ scholars to move beyond
its epistemological classification and create new ontological meaning, like identity, race occupies a liminal space.
Hence, we reinscribe the language of race but only within
what Derrida describes as thinking at the limit (1997).
By presupposing race contrasts with ‘otherness’, it draws
our attention to the inclusivity of these categories and that
transcending them only stretches this dualism.
Given the above, how could ‘post-race’ be applied in
state policy formations? This is a difficult task to undertake
considering how race and the nation are a deeply interconnected project. The role of the state in formulating a census exercises powers of categorisation and knowledge production surrounding social stratification. By constructing
this reality, the state creates a collective identity fostered
on the notion of ethnic, and to some extent, multicultural
loyalty (Kertzer and Arel 2001). I examine how the UK
has responded to multiracial developments in light of nation-building with a foundation of liberal multiculturalism.
The UK’s census includes detailed information concerning national (e.g. English, Scottish), racial (black, white),
and ethnic (black Caribbean, South Asian) identity (UK
Census 2011). Government policy for a ‘multi-cultural
Britain’ endeavours to accommodate for cultural diversity, and as such, census statistics are vital for this purpose. Although the UK government’s aim was towards a
politics of recognition and integration, these statistics instead offered a confusing set of results that only reinforces
difference. It assumes that ethnicity would be a choice of
self-identification when in actuality, categories pre-define
one’s ethnic options. The census categories further masked
embedded class inequalities that exist along traditionally
racialised lines. In this sense, adopting a ‘post-race’ discussion seems a viable choice. Yet, rejecting race generates the
unintended consequence of displacing social justice agendas that mobilise on the facets of institutional racism. It is
precisely this tension between ‘post-race’ and the politics of
recognition where multiculturalism fails as a framework.
The UK currently suffers from an inability to contend with what Vertovec (2007) characterises as a ‘superdiversity’ of its population. One approach has been to
evaluate this condition as a need to express a politics of
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state recognition of group difference, and subsequent accommodation within the public domain. Whilst Parekh
(2006) argues that the state must create new measures of
opportunity in order to enhance equality for all, Meer and
Modood (2008) introduce the idea of ‘civic re-balancing,’
or an active inclusion of difference based on the liberal
tradition of multiculturalism. It is the belief that upholding democratic ideals of equality will pave the way for
an authentic multicultural society. On the other hand,
there has been a backlash against incorporating this form
of multiculturalism:
Allowing persons but not their qualities to be incorporated reinforces foundational prejudices of core
groups. The pollution of these qualities must be challenged and changed. The cultural structures of real civil societies need broadening if outsiders are to become
more familiar than strange. (Alexander 2013:547)
The political accommodation of minority groups/racialised subjects neglects key structural elements that only posit
cultural diversity as a phenomenon to be tolerated rather
than engaged. There have been several futile attempts to
situate difference within the British landscape beyond the
applicability of citizenship rights. Once again, I argue that
this failure to incorporate difference lies beyond the liberal
conception. If ‘post-race’ is to adopt a vocabulary that is
truly anti-foundationalist, it must incorporate a new discourse of difference than current essentialising tendencies.
Unfortunately, this impact has yet to be felt. Difference is
seen as an end instead of a productive process. This leads
Kundnani to describe a crisis of multicultural representation, whereby “the ultimate problem is identified as ‘cultural
barriers’, rather than institutional racism or deprivation…
‘community cohesion’ is about networks, identity and discourse, rather than poverty, inequality and power” (2002).
Multicultural politics attempts to mediate race relations
as “ethno-religious communitarianism” (Modood 2011),
stymied by lack of conceptual approaches otherwise. The
response against this policy is the maintenance of cultural
barriers that Gilroy (2004) argues has become an increasingly popular recourse: “Why should the assertions of
ethnocentricity and untranslatability that are pronounced
in the face of difference have become an attractive and respectable alternative to the hard but scarcely mysterious
work involved in translation, principled internationalism,
and cosmopolitan conviviality?” The role of the state,
then, should not be to focus on ‘race’ per say, but rather
to examine the power of racism and discourse. Gilroy em-
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barks on the ‘post-race’ trajectory by asserting the invalidity of race; by first deconstructing the idea of ‘race,’ the
hierarchies that sustain it can then be dismantled. What I
propose are the technicalities of that operation. How can
we delegitimise race as a concept? What are the possible
ramifications of annihilating race for political projects?
In conclusion, ‘post-race’ proposes an intellectually
innovative framework to apprehend and describe our social relations. What I challenge is the failure of this approach
to conceive a new vocabulary of identification not steeped
in the liberal paradigm. Crucial to the ‘post-race’ project is
the necessity of new discourse rather than simply adding
a prefix. Doing so only reasserts race as a classification.
Instead we should turn to deconstructing and evolving
race, e.g. establishing authenticity of a racialised culture.
If ‘post-race’ scholars are to better comprehend the identification process it is necessary to analyse the dynamisms of
a discursive, racial performativity. Dissociating the expression of ‘race’ from the expression of ‘difference’ is the first
step towards achieving any form of ‘post’.
IV. Conclusion
This essay highlights the emergence of multiculturalism in
praxis, as developed in cultural racism and the ‘post-race’
approach. Considering these scholarly interventions allows us to formulate how issues such as pluralism translate
from policy-oriented frames towards an embodied experience in everyday lives.
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